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Abstract - -Formulas  are prese~ated for modular integration of systems of first or second-order ordi- 
nary differential equations which have been separated into subsystems. Using these formulas, each 
subsystem (or module) may be integrated essentially independently using an appropriate processor or 
specialized integration technique. Included is a ~neral  mathematical procedure for devising formulas 
for modular integration, depending on the order of accuracy required and other considerations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years there has been a growing interest in modular approaches to the solution of engi- 
neering systems. For example, Ref. [1] is concerned with the simulation of chemical engineering 
systems using a so-called sequential modular approach. We quote, from the latter paper, as fol- 
lows: '~rhe principal feature of modular-based systems is that the system provides input and 
parameter values to the modules, which return the corresponding output. The modules ... are 
linked together according to the process topology." It is mentioned that there are two fundamen- 
tally different approaches to modular dynamic simulation. The first involves the simultaneous 
integration of all of the modules, including interconnections. In the case of the other approach, 
modules are provided with individual integration routines, and are essentially independent sim- 
ulators. Sometimes this is called modular integration. 
The authors of Ref. [2] make the following remarks: "The use of distributed computer systems 
offers a further means of reducing the amount of time required to solve large systems of differential 
equations numerically. In our implementation, a distributed computer system consists of clusters 
of physically autonomous CPU-memory pairs ... which communicate via a high speed local- 
area network ... the processors may differ widely from one another . . . .  Such a distributed 
computer system may be used to solve a partitioned system of differential equations by integrating 
each individual subsystem on a different processor." The paper points out that natural physical 
modularity of the engineering system induces a natural partition on the system of differential 
equations. Reference [2] provides a convergence and stability analysis for multirate systems. A 
stability analysis is also given in [3]. 
References [4,5] represent other recent work related to modular integration. Much other work 
is cited in the reference sections of [1,2]. 
The author of the present paper has employed modular integration in the simulation of Saturn 
rocket flights [6]. Linear differential equations, simulating a fast-response filter, were separated 
from the other differential equations and were integrated in closed form. This enabled one to 
integrate the other equations with a larger stepsize of numerical integration than it would have 
been possible otherwise. 
In general, if a system of ordinary differential equations is separated into two subsystems, it 
may be possible to employ one of the following procedures: 
(i) integrate both subsystems numerically with different stepsizes; 
(ii) integrate one system numerically and the other in closed form; 
(iii) integrate one or both systems using some specialized computer (e.g., an analog computer). 
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The rationale for procedure (i), for example, would be to rearrange the equations o that they are 
weakly coupled and so that the larger time constants are all contained in one of the subsystems, 
preferably the one with the fewest equations. 
In the present paper, we further extend the theory in order to obtain formulas of higher-order 
accuracy for separated systems. Only one of these formulas is derived in detail. (See Theorems 
1 and 2.) However, it is the most complex, and the proof will serve as a prototype. 
The basic idea behind all of the formulas to be presented will now be explained. Let _y, and 
z_~ be solutions to 
y' =/_.(t, y, ~), y(to) = ~,  
~' = g(t, y, z), ~(to) = ~.  
Let ~ and ~ be solutions to 
~' = Z[t,_y + O(At"+s), z_+ O(At"+l)] ,  
z' = g[t, y + O(At"), z_ + O(Atn)], 
with the same initial conditions. Then z_¢ = ~ + O(At"+l) ,  in which case, ~ = _y, + O(A"+2). 
A single integration raises the order by one unit. 
In the case of second order systems, let ~ and z, be solutions to 
_y" = _/(t,_y,_y', z_), 
_~" = g_(t,_y,~,z,_~'), 
and let y_~ and z~ be solutions to 
_y(t0) = ~,  _¢(t0) = ~,  
~_(t0) = ~,  ~'(t0) = ~,  
__y" = _f[t,_y + O( At"+~), y_' + O( At"+2), z_. + O(At"+2)], 
~" = g[t,y + O(At"),  y__' + O(At"),  ~ + O(At") ,  ~' + O(ZXt")], 
with the same initial conditions. Then z_~ = z, + O(Atn+2), in which case y_¢ = y_., + O(Atn+4). 
2. PREL IMINARY RESULTS 
We let the symbol I[" II signify any vector norm. 
LEMMA 1. I f  x.(to) = O, z_' and a_ are continuous, I]g'(t)l I < a(t), and t > to, then 
II~(t)ll < ~(=)d= 
PROOF. Since 
x(t) = x ' ( r )  dr, 
II_x(t)ll _< II_z'(r)ll dr < a(r)  dr. 
LEMMA 2. If~(tO) -- O, Xt(tO) = O, X" and a are continuous, II~"(t)ll < a(Q, and t >_ to, then 
II_~(t)ll < a(TldTdr, 
f2 II~'(t)ll _< a(r) dr. 
| 
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PROOF. Let y = z~. Then y(t0) = fi and II~'(t)ll __ a(t). By Lemma 1, 
I lgt) l l  _< a(,-) dr. 
The lemma, now, follows from a second application of Lemma 1. I 
We will be working with vector functions £(t,_y,z) that are defined for all values of y and z 
and for to < t < t r .  Such a function will be said to be Lipschitz continuous in _y and z_ if there 
are constants L1 and L~, such that for any values Yl and Ys of_y and any values z__ t and _z 2 of_z, 
IIJe(t,_y2,_~2) - f(t,_yx,_~2)ll _ L~ Ily_2 - _y+ll + L211-~2 - -~11, 
for all t in the interval [tO,tF]. 
THEOREM 1. Assume g_(t,y_,z_,z_') is Lipschitz continuous in y_ and in _r T = (z_T,z 'T) on the 
interval [to, tF]. Assume it is also continuous in t on [to, tr]. Suppose H is continuous in r and t 
and Lipschitz continuous in the parameter vector q on [to,tr]. Let ~(t,q_) be the solution to the 
initial value problem 
d2z = £[% H(t ,  r, q), z, z'], z(t0) = z_o, z'(t0) = z_~, 
drS 
integrated from r = to to r = t, where to <_ t <_ tF. Then ~(t ,q )  is Lipschitz continuous in q on 
[to, tF]. 
PROOF. Let s = z'. Then the differential equations may be expressed in first order form as 
d_z 
dr  - 
ds 
= g,-, H(t, ,-, q), ~, ~_']. 
The latter equations can be written as 
d/" 
--= = G[r, H(t,r,q),r_], 
dr --  - -  - 
where __G T = (sT,fiT)._ _ For i = 1,2, let ¢~(r) be the solution to the latter equations with the given 
initial conditions __rT(t0) = (Z_oT, Z orr), and _q = q~. Then 
¢, (,-) - _¢, (,-) = ~[~-, z__.(t, ,-, %), ¢=(,-)1 - ~[,-, z_(t, ,-,_qx), ¢ ,  (,-)1, 
I1¢_~(~') - _~'~(,)11 < r .xg IIq= - qall + r.2 I1¢=0") - _~x(")ll, 
where LI, L~ and K are Lipschitz constants. By Lemma 1, 
(1) 
Now let 
,Kr) = 11_¢2(T) - ~I(T)II dT. 
Therefore, inequality (1) becomes 
17'(r) < L1K I1% - qlll (~" - to) + L2,70"). 
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Following [7, p. 225], we multiply by an integration factor. Thus 
e - r2(r-'°) It/'(7-) - L2 r/(r)] < e -L2(r-t°) L1K IIq~ - q-l]] (r - to), 
ddr [ e -L ' ( ' - ' ° )  r/(r)] - < L IKHq2-q -sH( r - t ° )e -L2( ' - t ° ) ' -  
/,2 e -L ' ( r - t°)  y(r)  <_ L1K IIq 2 - _q~ll (T  - to) e -L ' (T - ' ° )  dT. 
This gives 
Lll< [er.,(~_,o) (r to)] o( r ) _< L---~- [Iq - q~l[ -1 -L~ - . 
Substitution into (1) with r = t gives 
{ L1K [eL2( , _ to  ) 1 - -  L,(t-to)]}llq, q_xll 11_¢2(t) -_¢x(t)ll _< LxK  (t - to) + ~ - . _ - 
{ L IK  [eL,(,p_,o ) 1-- L2 ( tF - to ) ]} l lq~ _q, ll, <_ L1K( tF - to )+~ - _ - 
which proves the theorem. II 
Let At = t -- to. We will say that f (A t )  = O(At  'n) (i.e., f is of order m) if there exists an M, 
independent of At, such that 
If(~Xt)l < M At "~, 
provided At is sufficiently small. 
3. INTEGRATION OF SEPARATED SYSTEMS 
We give the following definitions: 
u A t I -Yo = _f( o, y_o, y_o, Z_o), At _a t -- to, Ar  a r -- to, 
1.  o ,, 1 ( '~(4y_ - ,~ty_ '  
H(t ,  r ,y ,y ' )  ~-- y_.o + Ar  Y_to + ~Ar"  Yo + -~ \ At ] -- 4y_. 0 -- 3At y'_o -- At2 ~ ') 
+ ~1 - - \( '~7~'  ( -  6y + 2at y_' + At / - 6_y 0 +4~t  ~' + lxt~_yo) 
In regard to the following theorem, we remark that z * is omitted from the argument of f ,  and 
y~ is omitted from that of g_, because their inclusion would reduce the orders of accuracy. We will 
say more about this later. 
THEOREM 2. Let y__, and z,  be the solutions to the initial value problem 
_~" = L(t,_y,_y',_~), _~(t0) = -Yo, y_'(t0) = ~, 
~" = g(t,y,_~,~_'), z ( to)  = -~o, _~'(to) = _~, 
on [to, tr]. Assume f_. is Lipschitz continuous in q_T = (yT,  ytT), and g_ is Lipschitz continuous 
in z_ and _r T = (_zT,z er) on [t0,tF]. Suppose that f is three times continuously differentiable 
with respect to all of its individual arguments on [to,tF], and that g_ is one-time continuously 
differentiable. Then there will be a solution Yc to the initial value problem 
_ = ' - ' ( t ,  y')], _y(to) ~ ,  _y'(to)=_yo, (2) d'  Z[t,y,y,.__~ y , _  = ' 
on [to,tF], where z~(t,y__,y_') is the solution at 7" = t to the initial value problem 
d2z 
dr ~ = g[7-,H(t, 7-,y,y'),z_,z'], z(t0) = _Zo, z'(to) = z~, (3) 
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with ~., ]/.', and t being regarded as parameters in (3). Then letting ~(t )  = ~[t ,  y_e(O,~(t)], we 
h ave 
~(t)  = y.(t) + o( At'), ~(t)  = ~(t)  + o(txt'), 
~(t) = ~(t) + o(Ats), ~(t) = ~(t) + o(at~), 
on [tO, tF]. 
Before moving to the proof, it should be pointed out that for any values of t, _y, and y__~ utilized 
by the integrator of equations (2), equations (3) must be integrated from r = to to r = t using 
these values of t, _.y and y_' in H(t, r,_y,~). Therefore, several integrations of (3) may be required 
in order to integrate (2) over one At step. However, this is a small price to pay if the method 
permits one to use a much larger value of At (than that which would be used normally) or if it 
permits one to employ more efficient integrators. 
PROOF. First, it will be shown that ~( t )  exists on [t0,tF]. Let 
_f*(t,q_) = f[t,_y, y~,~(t,_y,_y')] = f_.[t,q,~(t, q_)]. 
It will be shown that f*(t, q_) is Lipschitz continuous in q on [to, tF]. From the assumption of 
Lipschitz continuity of_.f, it follows that 
II-f*(t'-% ) - -F(t ' -qx) l l - - I I -  f it '  -q2' ~(t,_q2)]-_fit, q-x' z~(t'q-x)] II 
_< L, I1~ -ql l l  + L2 
It follows from Theorem 1 that 
II_F(t,_q=) - _f(t,ql)ll _< (Zx + L2M)II_q= - _qlll" 
Since f*(t, q_) is continuous in t and Lipschitz continuous in _q, the solution y_y_¢ to equation (2) 
exists. 
Now we must determine the orders of accuracy of y~, ~,  k_ c, and ~.  This will require deter- 
mining the order of accuracy of H. 
Substituting _y,(t) and ~( t )  for y_ and _u' in H, we obtain 
1.  :~ ,, 1 (Ar '~  s ,, 
H= -Y0 + Ar~ + ~Z~r y~ + ~ \At  ] [4y_,(t) - A te ( t )  - 4y_0 - 3Aty__' o -- At= y_0 ]
i (A~) '  , A t2  _ m +~ ~ [-6u_,,(t)+2'at~(t)+6-yo+4'at~+ ~j.  
The coefficients have been chosen so that 
4~,(t) - At ~(t) - 4~ - 3At~ - ~xt~ ' = At-~_~:"(t0) + o(At~), 
and 
A, J~ II _~ 
q 
-6~ (t) + 2At ~ (t) + 6Y--o + 4At Ye-o + Za' Y--o = At4 ~ 'v)(t°) + E'(t' r)' 
where ~_(t, r) = O(AtS). Therefore, 
Hit, ~,~(0,~(t ) ]  = ~(~) + e(t, ~), 
and we have established the order of accuracy of H_. 
In the above analysis, y_,(t) must be expanded using Taylor's formula with a fifth-order e- 
mainder term. Therefore, it must be assumed that ~v) exists and is continuous. This, in turn, 
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requires that f be three-times continuously differentiable with respect o all of its arguments and 
that g_ be one-time continuously differentiable. 
As a result of the above analysis, y_s(t), ~( t ) ,  and _zs(r ) are solutions to 
d% 
dr 2 = g{r, H[t, r, y, y'] - {(t, r), z, z'), (4) 
and y~(t) is a solution to 
y_"= f[t, y, ¢, ~(t , _y , _¢) ] ,  
provided z~(t,y__,y__') is the solution to (4) evaluated at r = t. This follows from the assumption 
in the theorem, that ~ and ~ are solutions to the original differential equations. 
Let ~ = ~ -y_., and e_, = ~ -z_ , .  Then  .%(t0) = ~( t0)  = 0 and e_,(t0) = ~( t0)  = 0. In the 
remainder of the proof, we will employ Lemma 2 to establish the orders of the errors ~,  ~ ,  e~, 
and e_;. Since ~'  = ~'  - ~' ,  we have 
~' = _.fit, y_,,_y'c, z~( t ,~ ,~)  ] - S_[t,y,,y_',z~(t,y,,y__')], 
II~'(t)ll < Lx I lL(t)  - L(t)ll + L~ I I~[ t ,~( t ) ,~( t ) ]  - z~[t,y_., ~(t)] II. 
By Lemma 2 and the inequality IlL(t) - L(t)ll < II~(t)ll + II~(t)ll, 
II~(t)ll _< ILl (II~(T)II + II~;(T)II) + 1;2 II~(T)II] dTdr, (5) 
II.~(t)ll _< [L1 (II~(T)N + N~(T)II) + L2 II~(r)llldr. (6) 
Here ~(T)  and ~(T)  are obtained, in principle, by integrating, from r = to to r = T, the 
following system: 
£ ' (T )  = ~ ' ( , - )  - £'(,-); 
that is, the system 
e_'.'(r) = g{r,H__.[T, r, ye(T), ~(T)] ,  z__c (r), ~( r ) )  
- g_{r, H[T, r, y_, (T), y: (T)] - (_(T, r ) ,z ,  (r),z',(r)}. 
We see that 
II~'(r)ll _< L3 [IH[T, r,y~(T),y_'¢(T)] - H__[T, r,y_,(T),~(T)] + (_(T, r)] I + L4 Ilr_c(r) - L(r) l l ,  
[ I~, ( r ) I I<L3111(  Ar  ~3[4&u(T)_(T_to)~(T)  ] 
- <T  - to ] 
+g ~ [-6~(T)+2(T-ro).~,(T)I+{(T,,-)II+L~II,'o(,-)-~(T)II. 
By Lemma 2, 
\T-------~o] [4ey(T) - (T -  to )~(T) ]  
+21 <T- toy  { a  to '~ 4 [-6£y (T) + 2(T - to) ~ (T)] + _((T, ~)11 
+ L4 [l_rc(a) -~(a) l l  } da dfl, 
l [ ~ J ; ( ~ )  3dad/~] Ile_.,(T)ll < ~L3 114~(T)- (T -  t0) e__~(T)ll 
+~La <T-toy  
/,;/,: /,;s; + L3 {(T,a)dt ldJ+ L, (I1~(~,)11 + I1£(~)11) d~ d#, 
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where  
Hence, 
L3 ~_(T, e) de d~ = O(At'). 
Ile_.,(T)ll <_ ~(T)[3 II.%(T)II + (T - to)II~(T)II ] 
4- L4 (ll~(e)ll + II~(-)ll)de d/~ 4- O(Atr), 
o 
where p(T) = O(At2). This follows from the equations 
T a f e_to,i s 
L L \~-tO] ded'=3"~-O(T-t°)2" 
Also, by Lemrna 2, 
where 
Hence, 
II~(T)II <_ -~ L3 k,~-to] de 114g~(T) - (T -  to)$.~(T)l I 
+ ~ L3 \T---':-~o / de II - 6Q(T) + 2(T -  to)g, CT)ll 
+ L3 ~_(T, e) de + L4 (lle_.~ (e)] I + Ild(e)ll) de, 
L3 ~(T, a) de = O(AtS). 
II~(T)II < ~(T)[3 II~(T)II + (T - to)Ila;(T)ll] 
I; + 54 (lle_.(e)ll + II~(e)ll)de + O(Z~t6), 
where ~,(T) = O(At). 
Substitution of inequality (7) into inequalities (5) and (6) gives 
II~(t)ll < L1 (IIa,(T)II + IIg,(r)ll) dTdr 
+/;~ ~,(T) [3 II~(T)II + (T - t0)II~(T)II ] dTdv 
+ L2 L4 (lie_, (e)ll + I[£(e)ll) ded~dTdr 
+ o(zxtg), 
IIg,(t)ll < L1 (II~(T)II + II~(T)II)dT 
f2 + Lz p(T) [3 II~(T)II + (T - to)II~(T)II] dT 
+ L, L4 f,i f, or f,~(lle-,,(e)ll + II~(e)ll) ded'a~ 
+ o(Ats). 
(7) 
(8) 
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By the mean value theorem for integrals, 
II~(T)II < O(At 2) ( l la(T') l l  + IIg~(T')ll) 
+ O(At 4) [3 I I .~(r)l l  + ( r  - to)II.~(r)ll ] (9) 
+ o(,~t4) (11~(,~')11 + I1~(,~')11) + o (~t~) ,  
I1~(011 _< 0(±0 (11~(~)11 + II~,(f')ll) 
+ o (~t  =) [3 II~,(Z)II + (£ -  to)II.g,(/)ll ] (to) 
+ o(,~ts) ( l la(~) l l  + I1~(#)11) + O(AtS), 
where T*, t*, e ' ,  T, t, and & are between to and t. 
Applying the mean value theorem for integrals to inequalities (7) and (8), we obtain 
II~(T)II < O(zXt 2) [3 Ile_.,(T)ll + (T - to)II~(T)II ] + O(At =) ( l la(#')l l  + I1~(#')11) + O(,Xt'), 
(11) 
II~(T)II _< O(zXt)[311~(T)II + (T - to)II.~(T)II ] + O(A0 (lle_.,(~)ll + I1~(~)11) + O(,Xt6), 
(~2) 
where/~" and/} are between to and t. 
Repeated application of inequalities (9)-(12) gives 
I1~11 = o(Atg), IIg, II = o(Ats), Ilall = o(~t ' ) ,  I1~11 = O(At6), 
which completes the proof. | 
Using methods uch as those of Theorem 1 and 2, one can verify the following additional 
formulas and orders of accuracy: 
_y' = L[t,_y,_~: (t, ~)] 
dz 
-=- = t[,-,H_(t, T,~),~ dr 
H(C~,_y)=~+ATA~+ -h)- (-Y-~-"t-Yo) 
y~ = y__, + o(~ts ) ,  zo = z__, + O(At 4) 
y_' = f[t ,  y,_z~.(t)] ] 
dz -" = g[~,KO' ) ,4  
dT - -  
A(~)  = & +/x~ 
= _y, + o(...:xt4), z_¢ = _z, + O(~t  3) 
y" = f[t,_y,_y',_z:(t,_y)] 
d2_z 
= g[T, H(I, T, y), z, Z'] dr 2 _ m - -  - -  - -  
( )  ,, H(t , r ,y )=y_o+Ar~_t_ lAr~y__~,+ Ar  s - - 2 -~  (Y - -Y -o -~Xt~-  "'t2y--o) 
y__o = y_, + O( ±P) ,  ~ = z_., + O( At 6) 
= g + O(Ad) ,  ~ = z_g' + O(A~') 
I Z* ] y" = Z[t, y,~ ,.~(t)] 
d2z_ 
/ 
dr 2 " -  g_[T, H_H_( T), Z_, Z' ]  
1 2 . 
H_O') = Y--o + ~"~ + ~a~- 
= y__, + o(atT) .  ~ = _z, + o (~t  5) 
I - -  l l l -- y, +O(At6) .  ~=z,+O(At  4) j  
(13) 
, (14) 
(15) 
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Formula (13) was the subject of Ref. [8], where it was applied numerically and proved by means 
of a more involved and specialized technique than that which has been outlined in the present 
paper. Formula (15), which has a rather straightforward proof, was proven and applied in Ref. [9]. 
It is the only formula for which a detailed stepsize analysis has been carried out (see [9]). The 
latter reference also indicated how the order of accuracy of _z can be raised, once ~ has been 
obtained, by another integration of the equations z" - g_. 
In order to reduce roundoff errors, the H functions of formulas (13) and (14), respectively, can 
be written as follows: 
7" ' H(t ,  r, y) = (1 - 7) [(1 + 7) ~ + A Yo] -I- 7 2 y, 
H(t, r,y) = (l - 7) [(l + 7 + 72) y_o + Ar( l + 7) y_~ + i Ar2 y_~'] + 73 y, 
where 7 = At /At  < 1. The H function of the formula given in Theorem 2 can be written as 
1 1 , 
H(t,  r,_y, y_~) = ~ (3 - 273 + 974) y0 + ~Ar  (2 - 72 + 47"~)_y0 
1 3 2, ,, 1 1 2Ar (_ l+6~, )y , .  + Ar2(3 - -7+ 7)y_o+ 73(2--97)Y+~7 
If both y' and _z' occur in the arguments of _.f and g_, then, the following formulas may be 
applied: 
_ = _'  z " t  ..." z*'rt,y_'~], y" f [ t ,y ,y ,=.c (  ,y  ) ,~  , ,j 
d2z 
d,--~ = g"  H( ,-), ~(t ,  ,-, ~), ~, ~_'], 
, 1.  2 ,, 
~(~) = Y-o + ~ + "~:'~ Y-o, 
, A .  ,, i 
~(t ,  ~-, y_.') = ~ + ~ + ~ \ At ] (~' - Y-o Yo J 
12.  I 12 ,  1 . 
=(1-~T )y_0-1-~7 y +Ar (1 -~7)_y  0, 
y~ = ~ + O(Lxts), ~ = _z, + o(A~5), 
= y_: + O(m~), ~ = ~ + o(~t~), 
_ z '* l" t  _ - _ Here ,  z~(t,y') and .~ ( , y~) are the z and z' solutions to the d~z_/dr ~ equations integrated from 
r = to to r = t. It should be observed that the orders of accuracy are less than those of (14). 
Other such formulas can be formulated according to which variables appear in the arguments 
of_f and g, to the orders of the differential equations, and to the orders of accuracy which are 
called for. 
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